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Sport-Tek® Ladies PosiCharge®
Tri-Blend Wicking Draft Hoodie Tank

Spin Half Zip

With mesh panels at targeted heat zones for
ultimate breathability, this draft hoodie tank
combines moisture-wicking performance,
unbeatable tri-blend softness and
PosiCharge technology to lock in color.

Perfect for the active individual!
100% spin-dye polyester interlock,
half-zip with mock neck, moisturewicking fabric, UPF 50+ with
excellent UV protection, 4.72
ounces, imported.

CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Men’s Sweater Knit
Fleece Jacket
Our Men’s Sweater Knit Fleece
Jacket is cozy, comfortable and
comes in 3 colors!
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Helsa Sport Colorblock
Full Zip
Fresh and stylish hoodie! 100%
polyester fleece, hood with
drawstring, full zip, long sleeve
with cuffs in heather fabric, side
panels in heather fabric, kangaroo
pockets, cover stitch top stitch
detail at seams, bottom band,
imported.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

APPAREL
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Port Authority® Packable
Puffy Jacket
Eddie Bauer® Shirt Jac
Midweight jacket warmth meets
collared shirt style in this shirt jac
that blurs the line between the
great outdoors and indoors.

Staying warm while on the go has never
been easier with our Packable Puffy Jackets.
Thanks to a water-repellent fabric coating
and finish, you’ll remain comfortable no
matter where your day takes you.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Independent Trading Co.
Lightweight Windbreaker
Pullover Jacket
Always be prepared for anything
mother nature can throw your
way! The lightweight windbreaker
is the perfect piece to always have
in your bag. Its lightweight and
breathable with added
water-resistance coating to ensure
you’re always ready.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

APPAREL
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The North Face® Pullover Hoodie
Soft and breathable, this cotton-blend pullover will
keep you warm whether you’re resting between
adventures or traveling to your next destination.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Adidas Lightweight
Hooded Sweatshirt
Enjoy comfort & function in
the new lightweight French
terry hooded sweatshirt from
adidas. These styles are made
for work or play with tasteful
detailing that complement
any logo.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

New Era® Track
Jackets
Cotton-rich with a matte
finish, these track jackets have
traditional details reimagined
with modern New Era
attitude.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Independent Trading Co.
Bomber Jacket
Styled with high fashion in
mind at a price point we
can all appreciate. This
lightweight bomber jacket is
a great unisex piece to roundout any outfit throughout
those transition seasons.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

APPAREL
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Velder Button Down
This modern short sleeve button down
shirt has a hidden, zippered pocket
featuring two reflective stripes. Created
with light-weight Expo Denim, great for
warm weather and working environments.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Charge Active Polo
Made from 100% polyester, the
Charge Active short sleeve polo is
perfect for on the job performance.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Nike Dry Essential Solid Polo
A no-nonsense look for any occasion,
this must-have polo is built with
Dri-FIT moisture management
technology to help you stay dry,
regardless of the venue.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Vansport Pro Ventura Polo
A modern camp-style polo that
combines polished performance
with a casual vibe.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

APPAREL
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Austin Polo
Casual, knit version of the traditional
button-down is serious about its
surroundings. Each Eureka Shirt accounts
for the recycling of 12 plastic bottles.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Remus SS Polo
The Men’s Remus Polo is constructed with a
breathable matte finish fabric with moisture wicking
properties. It has a snap placket, self fabric collar,
and contrast inner neck tape. This style is also snag
resistant and provides UV protection (UPF 40+).
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Greg Norman Stretch Windbreaker
A year-round essential for wind and
rain protection. The Greg Norman
Windbreaker Stretch Jacket is made with
water-repellent and UV protection.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Men’s Naugatuck Shirt
Casual Fridays just got better with the
style and comfort of our new yarndyed, pique knit, button-down shirt.
Eye-catching gingham trim at the inside
neck, cuff, and hem adds a subtle touch
of style. Made to be worn whichever
way you like - tucked or untucked.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

APPAREL
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Bradley Performance Wovens
These woven shirts for men and
women are made with a beautiful
cotton-feel stretch performance
fabric that moves without
clinging. The easy care stretch
blend makes for a great fit and
superior ease of movement.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Delano Knit Blazer
A versatile blazer brings almost every look together. From
a night out with friends to closing that deal around the
boardroom table, the Delano Knit Blazer commands a
room. It wows on the outside with its notched lapel collar,
contoured princess seaming and functional, well-placed
pockets, while charming on the inside with its high-quality
inner lining.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Chelsea Open Cardigan
Casually cultured versatility. Show your eye for fashion when you
throw this into your on-trend urban wardrobe mix. Its simplicity is what
makes it so versitile. It elevates any ensemble to a whole new level of
striking with its open front and patch hand pockets. It’s a toasty touch
of warmth with a lot of additional style.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

APPAREL
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GO GREEN

Vansport Planet Polo
A polo with a purpose. Made with
comfortable, recycled polyester, each
Planet Polo keeps plastic bottles from
landfills and oceans.

Vansport Trek Hoodie
Get moving and do something
good. Super comfy, performance
Trek Hoodie uses discarded plastic
bottles, 12 per hoodie, to lessen
waste in landfills and oceans.

CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

District® Re-Tee™
Our new, affordable District Re-Tee is
100% recycled fabric and never redyed, made from reclaimed material
that otherwise could end up in a
landfill. Soft. Comfy. High-quality.
Doing good for the planet feels as
good on the outside as it does on the
inside.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Bamboo Woven Ankle Socks
Our softest socks yet are
constructed of extra soft bamboo
fibers. Completely customizable
with up to six colors woven directly
into the sock. Available in youth and
adult, as well as a mid-calf option.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

APPAREL
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Low Profile Trucker w/
Modified Flat Bill Cap
This trucker style offers a lower profile
for a more comfortable fit and a variety
of color options to allow for the ultimate
representation of your brand.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Perforated Polyester Cap
This sleek fabric with perforated sides and back
offer a cool, comfortable fit with the versatility
to offer this hat to a variety of markets.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Polo Spandex w/
Knitted Mesh Cap
From the high quality fabrics to the upgraded
silicone closure, everything about this hat has
been enhanced. Available in five trendy color
options, this hat is an excellent choice for your
branding efforts.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Tactical Tonal Screen Print Cap
The subtle camo pattern of this cap makes
it both fun and functional, and the lack of
a button on top makes it a great choice for
tactical headwear needs.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

APPAREL

OGIO® ENDURANCE Ladies
Force Hoodie
This softer, boxier fit hoodie has
stretch and flatlock seams for comfort,
reflective details, and OGIO heat
transfer label for tag-free comfort.
Also features cowl collar, drop
shoulder, three-panel hood with
self-fabric drawcords, black reflective
O Endurance heat transfer bar on
back hem, thumbholes for warmth,
and black reflective O heat transfer
on left hem.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING
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Bushwick Quilted Jacket
When the temperature unexpectedly
dips, this quilted polyfill jacket with a snap
closure center front zipper and zippered
hand warmer pockets is guaranteed to
keep you warm and protected from chills.
When the clouds close in, go undercover
with the adjustable attached hood and
draw the adjustable waist in on the
women’s style.

Cable Knit Hat

CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Stay cozy and look cool with this trendy
cable knit featuring an inner fleece lined
ear band for ultimate comfort!
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Women’s Brigham Knit Jacket

Reflective Woven Beanie
Keep warm and safe in our two-layer
acrylic beanie with reflective fibers
woven directly into the body of the
beanie and pom.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

APPAREL

Your go-to piece for work and leisure.
We combine a yarn-dyed full zip mock
neck with a brushed fleece inside for
added comfort and style. Zippered
inseam pockets styled with welded tape
trim will keep items secure while the
feminine silhouette makes it the perfect
layering piece for any occasion.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING
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North End Borough Stretch
Performance Stretch

The North Face®
Sweater Fleece Vest

This woven dress shirt has stretch,
plus moisture-wicking for added
comfort. The men’s has a spread collar
and double front pockets while the
women’s has a mandarin collar and is a
flattering tunic length.

Stay warm on cool-weather days
with this heavyweight, sweaterknit fleece vest that easily
transitions from the trails to town.

CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Ultra Club Dawson Quilted
Hacking Jacket
Dawson quilted Hacking Jackets
are great for work, rest or play. With
simple, clean lines, the Dawson styles
feature a water resistant finish and light
insulation so you can rest assured that
you are feeling warm and comfortable
all workday and weekend.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Martino Vest
Designed for casual outings when
temperature dips, this vest is a
hybrid layer that uses strategically
zoned insulation for core warmth
and easy moveability.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

APPAREL
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Unisex 1/4 Zip
Performance Pullover
This Quarter-Zip Performance
Pullover features lightweight
polyester fabric that is breathable
and wicks moisture.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Import Unisex Dye-Sublimated
Raglan Full-Zip Hoodie
Public-cazh: socially acceptable and in demand. Time to get on-trend.
Our full-zip hoodie looks fresh, feels like it’s made of kittens (meow),
and screams high-class taste. Customize everything with help from a
design team.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Boulder Thermal Shell
The Boulder Thermal Shell isolates you from the wet and cold, with its
warm, ultra-lightweight thermal insulation, full-length stormflap, and
PFC-Free water repellent finish on the main body, comes standard
with envious heat-seekers.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING
APPAREL
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New Era® Sueded Cotton
Blend Full-Zip Hoodie
This lightweight hoodie has lived-in,
sueded softness and vintage appeal.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Sport-Tek® PosiCharge®
Tri-Blend Wicking Draft Tee
With mesh panels at targeted heat
zones for ultimate breathability, this
draft tee combines moisture-wicking
performance, unbeatable tri-blend
softness and PosiCharge technology to
lock in color.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Adidas Sport T-Shirt
Hit the gym in style! The new adidas
sport tees are built with the best
performance qualities in a plethora of
colors to outfit any team.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Sport-Tek® Posi-UV™ Pro
Long Sleeve Tee
These high-performance tees
have a soft, matte hand and
deliver exceptional UV protection,
PosiCharge color-locking
technology and moisture wicking.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

APPAREL
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Economy Full Sub Sock
Our Economy Full Sub is a thin micro
poly sock. It is fully customizable except
for the toe and heel, which are preknit black. It is an affordable option for
everyday wear or business. Compared
to other full subs on the market it is
remarkably comfortable and durable.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Puma Sport Adult Ace
Windbreaker
WindCell - highly functional materials
provide you a durable yet breathable
protection against windchill, while helping
you to maintain your body temperature at a
comfortable level during exercise.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Premium Utility Sock
If you want the best sock on the market,
this is it! Now, get everything you love
about the Premium sock with a fully
customizable, functional pocket.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Sublimated Socks
Make a bold statement with these socks!
The toe, heel, and top cuff can be any
solid color, the rest of the design can be
as colorful as you choose....you are only
limited by your imagination!
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Knit Beanie w/ PomPom Top
This Old-School style is the newest
trending item in sports merchandising and
apparel - worn by professional players,
coaches, and fans.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

APPAREL
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Fuzzy Embroidered
Strideline’s premium line may be the Most
Comfortable Sock on Earth, but these are the
fuzziest. These fuzzy socks come on a red and
white base and one embroidered logo on the
outside of each leg.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Baby 3 Pack
Don’t forget the smallest feet! Available in
a 3-pack, Strideline’s baby socks keep those
cute toesies nice and cozy.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Women’s New Englander®
Floral Printed Rain Jacket
When it rains, you’ll shine in the new
Floral Print New Englander Rain Jacket!
This 100% polyester polyurethane jacket
is wind and waterproof with heat sealed
seams for weather protection.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Titleist Nantucket Golf Hat
Features unstructured 100% organic cotton with an
understated stylish embroidered logo. Underbill includes a
cross club pattern and tri-color webbing back strap. the hat
is antimicrobial to reduce odor, includes moisture-wicking
sweatband and standard curve.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

APPAREL
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4CP Scrunchies
Need a little help to pull it all together? Believe it or
not, Scrunchies have arrived in promo! Now you can
work on getting that ponytail tamed with a perfect
90s-style accessory.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Jack Grace Logo Belt,
Buckle and Box
Premium leather 1-3/8” strap belts
allow for ultimate style. Belts fit up
to a size 50” pant size.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Maverick
Citizen® Men’s Corporate
Exclusive Eco-Drive Watch
New to the Eco-Drive Collection, this men’s watch features
a stainless steel band and case in silver tone. It is water
resistant up to 50 meters and uses light energy for a power
supply, eliminating the need to replace batteries.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING
APPAREL

If you want a high-performance timepiece that blends a
flawless appearance with optimum functionality, meet the
Maverick. Nothing is off-limits with the Maverick, whose
tough stainless steel case, quartz movement and sapphire
crystal give this sporty watch an elegant, vintage look
that works whether you’re climbing the career ladder or
plunging into the ocean.
CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING
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Import Dye-Sublimated
Technical Backpack
First came the drawstring backpack. Then
came our Tech Backpack. It’s kind of like
jumping from amoeba to homo sapien,
but you get the picture. Sturdy zipper and
design. Ergonomic shoulder straps. Laptop
pouch to boot. Ideal for carry-ons, the
office—you name it. Oh, and businesses
who want to treat your customers.
AS LOW AS $58.77

Knapsack Tuck & Toss

MiiR® Olympus 20L Computer
Backpack
This backpack features an adjustable, roll
top opening to large main compartment
with Duraflex hardware to secure when
closed. The rear padded, zippered laptop
compartment holds up to a 17” laptop.
MiiR gives 3% of revenue to trackable
giving projects. Every MiiR product
comes with a Give Code that allows
you to experience the story behind your
purchase. Flip. Register. Follow.
AS LOW AS $59.99

BG

Make a statement with the Knap Sack
Tuck & Toss backpack. With over 20
different color options, you can play
around and create the backpack of
your dreams!
AS LOW AS $25.00

TOPO Rover Pack
The Rover Pack features a rugged
1000D Cordura® base for durability and
a lightweight, water-resistant pack cloth
upper with a cinch top closure. Two
exterior zipper pockets give quick access to
smaller items, an inner laptop sleeve keeps
computers secure and two side pockets
carry water bottles or extra gear.
AS LOW AS $140.00

BAGS
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Winona
It’s pronounced WINE-ona for a reason!
This show-stopping specialty bag features
stylish flat cotton twill handles, cotton
front and back panels, and natural-colored
jute gussets and bottom, and of course,
is the perfect size to hold wine bottles,
champagne bottles, or growlers.
AS LOW AS $4.90

Glitz
When you’re celebrating a special
occasion, you need a bag that’s worthy
of the moment and this bag gives a little
extra wow factor! Features durable 10
oz. canvas front and back panels, paired
with jute gussets/bottom, interwoven with
gold fibers that provide a subtle but eyecatching metallic finish.
AS LOW AS $3.35

Elizabeth
Keep it classy with the refined Elizabeth
Matte Eurotote! This distinctive gift bag is
made with matte-laminated paper and a
special finishing touch-12” grosgrain ribbon
handles.
AS LOW AS $1.52

BAGS

Riviera Cotton Mesh Market Bag
w/Zippered Pouch
The Riviera Cotton Mesh Market Bag w/
Zippered Pouch makes the perfect market or
store accessory. This tote is great for carrying
fresh fruit and vegetables, or a fresh loaf of
broad. This tote features an interior zippered
pocket for change and cash.
AS LOW AS $5.48
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Urban Peak Waterproof 24 Can
Erol Cooler
Rugged and waterproof top-loading
24 can cooler features thick foam
insulation. Leak-resistant, heat-sealed
liner features a main compartment, full
length front slash pocket, an elasticsecured stainless steel bottle opener,
and front-bottom reflective strips.
AS LOW AS $29.99

PATRIOT Lunchbox Duo 15

Rambler Lunch, Travel
or Toiletry Bag

Retire the brown bag! Dual storage
compartments, high density foam
insulation and heavy-duty construction
makes the Duo15 the ultimate lunchbox.
PATRIOT donates 20% of their NET
Proceeds towards the non-profit
organization Homes For Our Troops.

This bag combines function with a
modern and elegant design which lets
you use your bag anywhere. It is very
versatile and can be used as a lunch
bag, toiletry bag or even as a diaper
bag.

AS LOW AS $32.95

AS LOW AS $15.60

BG

Kraft Paper Insulated Retro
Luncher
Brown bag it in style with this insulated
lunch bag! The bag is made with 50%
recycled kraft paper laminated onto nonwoven polypropylene with a silver foam
insulated main compartment.

AS LOW AS $2.05

BAGS
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Heathered Drawstring
Backpack
A bag anyone would love!
Drawstring backpack Constructed
of 240D heathered Grey polyester.
Features a front side zippered
pocket and extra thick and soft
comfortable black adjustable
drawstring cords.
AS LOW AS $3.69

Marco Polo Backpack
This water-repellent backpack is great
for overnight or short trips. It has
compartments for toiletries, laptop,
shirt, socks, underwear, pants, shoes,
tech item, and more. It unzips to flat
and can be hung in from a hook with
many of the items still inside.
AS LOW AS $59.99

Smushpack Packable Backpack
Packing has never been easier! The
SmushPack is an essential on every
trip. Store it in your carry on so
you’re ready to roll when you arrive
to your destination! The SmushPack is
incredibly lightweight and breathable,
and will become an instant favorite for
your traveling team members.

Jumbo Rainbow Laminate
Drawstring Backpack
Here’s a colorful, fun drawstring backpack
that’s large enough to hold all your
essentials. Water resistant and wipes clean
with a damp cloth, reinforced triangle
bottom corners with metal grommets make
this an all-around go-to bag.

AS LOW AS $1.80

AS LOW AS $15.00

BAGS
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Buffalo Plaid Printed Jute Tote

USA Crafted Zippered Tote
All Over Print

The Buffalo Plaid Printed Jute Tote is
perfect for any season. This jute tote
features an on trend buffalo plaid print
and an open main compartment.

This all over print will get your point
across! Made to order with 26” web
handles, zippered closure and your
choice of handle and zipper tape color.

AS LOW AS $4.99

AS LOW AS $13.32

Slater Tote
From the office to the airport, the
Slater Tote is the perfect bag for a busy
commuter or weekend adventurer. Carry it
as a tote or a backpack!
AS LOW AS $20.00

Main Squeeze Corduroy
Notebooks, magazines, calendars, folders; carry them together
in our Main Squeeze Tote. It’s simple and straightforward, but
this small, flat tote gets the job done! And with a full-bleed
imprint area, it’s completely “you” and your brand. No longer
reserved for cool pants and old school blazers, Corduroy is
in the house! The rich colors and beloved texture will bring
a touch of nostalgia to your sales kit. Everything old is new
again; go ahead, hop on this trend!
AS LOW AS $4.92

BAGS
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Foldable T-shirt bag
Our folding silkscreen tote bag made from
210T Polyester is the perfect bag to use
again and again! Easily folds up to keep
one in your car or purse, turning your brand
into a functional asset.
AS LOW AS $2.85

Giant Saver
If budget is the top priority for
your next promotion, turn to the
affordable Saver when you’re
looking for effective printed bags
that will save you a penny or two.
This multi-use and economical 90
GSM non-woven tote features heatsealed handles and is available in
multiple colors.

Basecamp Mt. Wilson
Dry Backpack

AS LOW AS $2.25

Adventure
A dream bag for eco-conscious customers
who are always on the go! Made from
post-consumer plastic bottles saved
from landfills, broken down, spun into
fiber, and then woven into fabric, so you
can feel good about taking these earthfriendly recycled totes along on your latest
adventure.
AS LOW AS $3.75

BAGS

Keep your valuables dry while on
whatever adventure you have planned.
This ultra-lightweight dry backpack
features a waterproof polyester ripstop;
rolls down to assist in keeping your
items dry; closes on top with a buckle
creating an additional carrying handle.
Inside main storage area, sewn seams
are taped for waterproofing; adjustable
backpack straps with reflective details;
comes with ripstop pouch and carabiner
for convenient storage; 10 lbs max
capacity; includes decorative Basecamp
dog tag. To top it off, your purchase
helps support Wounded Warrior
Project’s mission to honor and empower
wounded warriors
AS LOW AS $27.99

BG
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Busy Bee Metallic Vegan Leather
The Vegan Leather Busy Bee is 100% beehive
approved. How could you not love it? With a small
gusset and a perfectly proportioned rectangular
shape, this is a pouch that is sure to start a buzz!
AS LOW AS $9.34

Tumi Corporate
Collection Backpack

Oakley 22L Street Organizing
Backpack

A commuter essential from a brand that
knows travel, Tumi. This smart backpack
is built to withstand whatever comes
its way, with thoughtful design that
accommodates your laptop, iPad, and
files.

Details, details, details...this bag has it
all! The 22L Street organizer has the right
amount of space and compartments to
keep your belongings organized without
the bulk of feeling like you’re carrying
around your entire desk.

From Plastic to Purpose: Each bag is
made with 10 recycled water bottles!
Created for the Nomad who roams the
globe, the country or the city. They seek
casual silhouettes and intuitive design.
In tune with the world around them, the
Nomad makes conscious decisions to
contribute towards a sustainable future.

AS LOW AS $295.00

AS LOW AS $75.00

AS LOW AS $41.00

BAGS

AQUA Back Pack
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Smushduff Packable Duffel
Skip the baggage claim lines and travel
light with the SmushDuff! When you arrive
at your destination, unpack and use it as a
gym bag or for overflow storage.
AS LOW AS $16.67

Colton Washed Canvas Duffel
This duffel has it all. Constructed from 16 oz
washed canvas and vegan leather with a large main
compartment and an interior zippered pocket.
AS LOW AS $27.99

Packing Pouch Set
Travel in style with full-color Packing Pouch Sets! With four
different sized bags in each set (extra small, small, medium,
and large), you have endless design possibilities. This trendy
travel accessory is made from ripstop nylon for durable custom
pouches that can hold all their travel necessities for their next
getaway.
AS LOW AS $6.71

BAGS
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Corkcicle Eola Bucket Bag
Keep your hands free and your stuff cold.
The Eola holds 12 cans or 8 cans and 2
wine bottles. Features reinforced vegan
leather top handle and base with a rear
accessory pocket with zippered closure.
AS LOW AS $144.95

Eddie Bauer® Max Cool
24-Can Cooler
Designed for maximum ice retention, this softsided cooler is ready for tailgating, picnics,
camping and more adventures.
AS LOW AS $56.00

Titleist Players 4 Stand Bag
Top of the line golf bag features high-grade
aluminum legs and advanced hinged bottom
for best-in-class stability and durability, selfbalancing, convertible strap system, dual
density foam straps for long lasting comfort,
waterproof valuables pocket, high-capacity,
and full-length apparel pocket.
AS LOW AS $230.62

BAGS
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Kemano Backpack
As the vibrancy of a new season
begins to show itself, our souls stir
for the outdoors. The ventilated
back panel of the roll-top Kemano
Backpack brings breathable relief
as the temperatures rise, while its
welded seams and reinforced PVC
fabric provide protection from the
last of the melting snow. Time to
start planning the next adventure!
AS LOW AS $90.00

Basecamp Crestone
Peak Backpack
You can feel good about everything in
this backpack! Features an architecture
inspired design; spacious main
compartment with a laptop sleeve,
crisscross elastic tech panel, two zipper
pockets, two open mesh pockets; front
full zip organizational pocket with wire
pass through port on zipper pocket;
and slide plastic cord keeper; top
felted media pocket; two expandable
side pockets; hidden RFID pocket
on back panel; adjustable shoulder
straps with airmesh underneath one
with stretchy mesh phone pocket and
plastic cord keeper for earphone cords;
adjustable sternum strap with whistle
buckle; foam molded trolley pass;
includes decorative Basecamp dog
tag. To top it off, your purchase helps
support Wounded Warrior Project’s
mission to honor and empower
wounded warriors
AS LOW AS $69.99
BAGS

BG

Altmont Professional Essentials
Laptop Backpack
Inspired by the Victorinox Swiss
Army Knife itself, we’ve combined
our Alpine rucksack engineering
knowledge with a deep understanding
of modern business needs to create
the Altmont Professional Essentials
Laptop Backpack. You can be
confident that everything you need
to stay focused and equipped is with
you, whether you’re working remotely
or traveling to make important
face-to-face connections.
AS LOW AS $129.00
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TAKE A MOMENT

DRINKWARE

DRINKWARE
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18oz Roadmaster
Insulated Tumbler
Classic and Practical, the new 18 oz
Double-Wall insulated travel / coffee
cup with sip through lid will make your
brand shine! Double-wall insulation
maintains a 40 degree difference
between the contents and the outside.
AS LOW AS $3.25

Contour Vacuum Bottle w/ Duo Lid
20oz Upcycle Bottle w/
Drinkthru Lid
Let your brand shine with this unique
straight-wall cylinder design water bottle.
Handy flip lid for easy use.
AS LOW AS $1.95

DRINKWARE

Keep hydrated with this 16.9oz (500 ml)
double wall vacuum insulated powder coated
bottle and duo function lid. The duo function
lid unscrews in two spots -lower seal provides
wide opening to insert ice cubes and upper
seal is designed for standard use on the
go, while the vacuum insulation keeps your
hot beverages warm longer and your cool
beverages cool longer!
AS LOW AS $12.99
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16oz Ceramic Mug
This two-tone ceramic mug is a perfect gift
for anyone who enjoys their tea and coffee.
AS LOW AS $5.08

Howard Glass Vacuum Tumbler
This unique tumbler combines the feature
of keeping beverages hot or cold for
hours and the ability to drink out of a
glass or stainless steel tumbler. The
push-on lid fits either the stainless steel
tumbler, or the glass inner with stainless
steel outer, or just the glass container. The
perfect glass and tumbler!
AS LOW AS $12.98

Color Splash Cork Bottom 20oz
Stainless Steel Tumbler
This tumbler has a stainless steel outer
shell and plastic liner with a cork accent
bottom and a slider lid.
AS LOW AS $5.99

GeoFrost Copper Vacuum
Insulated Bottle 17oz
This bottle 17oz features durable,
double-wall stainless steel vacuum
construction with copper insulation,
which allows your beverage to stay
cold for 48 hours and hot for at least
12 hours.
AS LOW AS $14.98

DRINKWARE
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MiiR® Vacuum Insulated
Wide Mouth Bottle
The perfect everyday water bottle built for
people on-the-go. The wide mouth opening
makes it easy to clean and add ice cubes. Keeps
beverages cold for 24 hours and hot for 12 hours.
MiiR gives 3% of revenue to trackable giving
projects. Every MiiR product comes with a Give
Code that allows you to experience the story
behind your purchase. Flip. Register. Follow.
AS LOW AS $29.99

Renew Stainless Steel Bottle
Double wall construction insulates
hot or cold liquids. Vacuum insulated
stainless bottle with push lid top to
drink, push again to close.
AS LOW AS $9.99

DRINKWARE

BG

18oz Ello Riley Vacuum
Stainless Bottle
Riley is a vacuum-insulated, doublewalled bottle designed to keep drinks
cold up to 24 hours. FDA food-grade
silicone spout and top seal are infused
with an anti-microbial additive that
inhibits growth of bacteria and mold.
AS LOW AS $24.99
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16oz Ello Miri Stainless Steel
Vacuum Tumbler
Miri vacuum insulated stainless steel
travel mug combines fashion and
function! Patented slider lid is 100%
leak-proof for easy transport which
makes this the perfect commuter cup!
AS LOW AS $23.99

Lite-up Water Bottle 22oz
Put your brand in lights! This water bottle
lights up your laser engraved logo when
bottles is lifted (includes touch button to
turn on/off). Includes screw top lid with carry
strap; removable bottom casing houses three
AAA batteries (included and replaceable).
Not microwave safe; hand wash only.
AS LOW AS $9.99

DRINKWARE

Corkcicle Hybrid Canteen 20oz
Hybrid Canteen is perfect for those who
prefer the hypoallergenic properties of a glass
bottle with the cooling power of insulated
stainless steel. Base is removable from glass
and features triple insulation.
AS LOW AS $40.95
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Water Bottle, Cooler &
Tumbler Stickers
Share your good vibes with these
water bottle stickers!
AS LOW AS $0.68

Coleman® 20oz Brewski
Stainless Steel Tumbler
Enjoy that bottled drink with a brand
you know! Vacuum-insulated and
includes clear plastic lid with slidable
spout cover and a no sweat design
keeps ice cold for up to 15 hours.
A bottle opener is integrated in the
bottom of the cup.
AS LOW AS $19.99

Stanley® Master Unbreakable
Thermal Bottle
16oz Vino Upcycle Wine Glass
Turn any event into a celebration with
this 100% post-consumer recycled rPET
Reusable Wine Glass!
AS LOW AS $1.59

DRINKWARE

We could throw around words like
“unrivaled” and “peak performance” but if
you’re looking for the tough-as-nails bottle
that’ll keep your hot drinks steaming and
your cold drinks frosty for about a week,
Stanley has you covered.
AS LOW AS $70.00
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EVENTS
& TRADESHOWS

EVENTS
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20’ Single-sided Pennant String
Dress up your balconies, decks, windows and
parking lots with these festive pennants.
AS LOW AS $77.00

3’ EuroFit Evolution Apparel Incline
The perfect way to brand your apparel display,
the Eurofit Evolution Apparel Incline offers a
vibrant graphic and plenty of room for your
best-sellers. Pair it with any other
Eurofit displays to create a
welcoming environment.
AS LOW AS $383.00

4’ W EuroFit Evolution
Two-Shelf Incline
Prepare to steal the show with this
unique addition to the EuroFit
family. Featuring an attractive
incline and vibrant graphics, you
can use this as a standalone or
pair it with other members of the
EuroFit family.
AS LOW AS $791.00

EVENTS
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Transformer Total Show Package
Arrange your space in different ways for a unique feel at every event.
AS LOW AS $1582.00

Lumos Retractor Kit

10’ Single-Sided Stadium Flutter Flag

This retractable banner is illuminated
from both the top and the bottom.
What a bright idea!

These flags flutter in the breeze. The stadium
shape has rounded corners for a contoured look.

AS LOW AS $471.00

AS LOW AS $177.00

EVENTS
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Butler Indigo
A stunningly flawless crystal
cube sits atop the base
giving you canvas on which
to personalize your next
recognition award. Include a
3D subsurface imprint for the
ultimate wow factor. Use the
Butler Indigo Cube to honor
achievements like best boss,
employee of the month, sales
achievement, vendor of the
year, and the like.
AS LOW AS $143.00

Triton Award 9-1/2”
Lingering pockets of air suspended
in optical crystal create the backdrop
to a truly unique award. The Triton
Award is available with your choice
of indigo blue, sable black, ruby red,
or bright white panels. The diamond
shape can be imprinted using colorfill
to create a design that reflects the
special nature of your occasion.

Gala Deluxe Circle
Your choice of a brilliant blue or
bold red crystal accent cradle this
flawless circle and will complement
your message. There’s plenty of
space for a personal message
and complementary artistic detail,
exemplifying simple elegance.
AS LOW AS $126.00

AS LOW AS $148.00

EVENTS
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Wright Rectangle 9-1/2
The beautiful optical crystal panel rests on a stunning
black crystal and metal base. Celebrate mergers and
acquisitions, retirement, or other business endeavors
with this artistic award.
AS LOW AS $77.50

Giza Pyramid 10”
This pyramid is bold, bright, and beautiful. A
recognition message meant for outstanding individuals
or fearless leaders will fit this award perfectly.
AS LOW AS $244.00

EVENTS
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RECOGNIZE GREATNESS

GIFTS

GIFTS
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Maze Box
Our chocolate maze challenges customers and employees
while providing them with a tasty indulgent treat from start
to finish. Every area of this package is fully customizable with
your message, logo and company’s colors. The package
includes a window that displays a 2.5oz rich milk chocolate
bar in standard maze shape and crunchy candy ball. It’s just
daring the recipient to conquer the puzzle. An aMAZEing gift
for team building or customer appreciation events!
AS LOW AS $4.68

Chocolate Elegance
These elegant boxes make the perfect pillow gift or table
favor! Filled with your choice of decadent Chocolate Sea Salt
Caramels, smooth Truffles in an assortment of flavors, distinctive
Chocolate Sea Salt Almond Turtles, or sophisticated Barrel-Aged
Bourbon Caramels, each nine-count box is sure to leave a lasting
impression. The elegant cream-colored box is imprinted with your
logo in black and tied with black grosgrain ribbon.
AS LOW AS $18.95

Indulgent Assortment
Indulge in a flavor assortment with something for everyone!
This sleek black gift box, imprinted with your logo in white
and tied with striped ribbon, contains 16 exquisite truffles
in a variety of flavors including champagne, raspberry,
coffee, and more. Your recipients are sure to appreciate the
delicious variety each box contains.
AS LOW AS $38.95

GIFTS
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Gourmet Luxury
This tower is brimming with some of our most popular treats!
This sophisticated tower contains four gourmet delights,
including our world-famous chocolate covered almonds,
fresh-roasted jumbo cashews, crunchy frosted pretzels, and
four pieces of butter toffee. We tie it together with a sheer
gold ribbon and complete it with tails of black satin ribbon
imprinted with your logo in gold.
AS LOW AS $59.95

Toffee & Turtles in Gift Box
The perfect gift for the chocolate lovers on your list. Rich,
mouthwatering Pecan Turtles made with creamy caramel, fullflavored Southern pecans, and premium chocolate come packed
with our signature English Butter Toffee. Our toffee is made the oldfashioned way with plenty of dairy-fresh Wisconsin butter for a flavor
that’s almost impossible to find anymore. The silver gift box comes
wrapped with a truck sleeve and contains eleven-ounces of the best
chocolate ever! The sleeve features your imprint in one of six colors.
AS LOW AS $33.95

Bamboo Box Grater w/
Gourmet Cheese Selections
What’s better than a stylish cheese grater with its own box? One
that comes with a selection of award-winning gourmet cheese!
The metal grater slides neatly over a box crafted of bamboo
and fire branded with your logo. We pair this useful tool with
two exquisite cheeses: five-ounces each of Black Pepper and
Merlot BellaVitano® cheese. You’ll be hard-pressed to find a more
perfect match.
AS LOW AS $59.95

GIFTS
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Wanderlust Welcome Gift Set
Everybody loves Happy Hour, and now you can pack one
to go. The Avery pouch is paired with a savory snack mix
and TSA-compliant W&P cocktail kit. Inside the Black Avery
Cotton Pouch is the Old Fashioned Cocktail Kit. Inside the
Natural Avery Pouch is the Moscow Mule Cocktail Kit. Each
kit contains all the essentials to craft two top-shelf drinks...just
add the spirits.
AS LOW AS $29.99

MiiR® Pourigami™ & Camp Cup Gift Set
MiiR gives 3% of revenue to trackable giving projects. Every MiiR
product comes with a Give Code that allows you to experience
the story behind your purchase. Flip. Register. Follow. This gift
set includes one MiiR® Pourigami™ and one 12 oz. MiiR® Vacuum
Insulated Camp Cup.
AS LOW AS $59.99

BG

Movie Night Gourmet Popcorn Gift Set
Nothing beats popcorn to keep your POP-ularity
at an all-time high. This tote is packed with fun and
flavor, non-GMO Project Verified kernels with multiple
seasonings are sure to please any craving
AS LOW AS $49.99

GIFTS
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SWING INTO

HEALTH/FITNESS

HEALTH/FITNESS
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1.9oz Duo Bottle SPF 30
Sunscreen + SPF 15 Lip Balm +
Carabiner
No pockets, no problem! Our patented
sun-protection Duo Bottle has it
covered. Balanced on a carabiner that
customers can clip to their jeans or
backpack, this dynamic, travel-friendly
duo includes broad-spectrum SPF 30
sunscreen and SPF 15 lip balm. Both
are free of oxybenzone, PABA and
gluten. Plus, they’re made right here
in the USA! Customize them with your
choice of carabiner color, lip balm flavor,
sunscreen scent, and a full-color label.
AS LOW AS $5.15

Health & Beauty Lip Balm Gift Box
Quick Care™ 7-Day Med Minder
Made in the USA 7-day pill box features easy-open lids for each
day of the week. Each lid is labeled in Braille as well as standard
letters. Convenient size fits into most purses, medicine cabinets
and drawers.

Bring the spa to you! Gift Set Includes:
2 oz. Body & Face Wash, 2 oz.
Moisturizing Lotion, 2 oz. Shampoo, 2
oz. Conditioner, Lip Balm Tube.
AS LOW AS $18.38

AS LOW AS $0.79

HEALTH/FITNESS
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Eye Mask
Uninterrupted sleep? YES please!
The Eye Mask will block out any
unwanted light and allow you to
catch Z’s like a baby.
AS LOW AS $5.72

Neck Wrap
Make time for a little R&R. You deserve
it. Heated or cooled the Neck Wrap will
feel amazing against your skin while
providing a spa experience at your
convenience. Filled with lentils.
AS LOW AS $9.23

Performance Cool TowelTM

Stone Face Roller
Puffy eyes are so last year. The Stone
Face Roller will give you that “I woke
up like this” feeling by decreasing
under-eye circles, tightening pores, and
stimulating collagen.
AS LOW AS $10.00

HEALTH/FITNESS

Simple to use. With the towel still in the
plastic pouch, fill it with cool water, let
it soak for a moment, and then wring it
out. Seconds later, the water begins an
evaporative process that absorbs heat from
your skin and provides cool, instant relief.
Since the microfiber towel is reusable,
you can stay cool simply by repeating the
process as often as necessary.
AS LOW AS $5.50
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Sunburn Alert Circle Sticker
This sticker will save you from a nasty sunburn. The sticker
can be used with sunscreen cream, spray or lotion and will
turn blue when it is time to reapply. Lasts all day on wet or
dry skin.
AS LOW AS $0.24

Wheat Straw Box
Ease the portability of your straw with
these branded straw boxes. An easy
way to store your straw in a safe and
sanitary way. Our beige Straw Box is
made of a wheat materal, making it full
biodegradeable.

AS LOW AS $1.98

Running Belt w/ Safety
Strip and Lights
This running belt is the perfect
companion for any runner. A reflective
zipper closure and 6 extra bright LED
lights make sure you are visable to
passing traffic.
AS LOW AS $8.45
HEALTH/FITNESS

Daisy Rope Slingpack
This unique slingpack with rope strap is
perfect to keep your belongings while
running errands or on a short hike.
AS LOW AS $11.78
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ONLY THE BEST

HOME

HOME
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Bamboo and Silicone
Cutting Board
Two great materials in one.
This handy cutting board is
made from anti-microbial
bamboo with silicone accents
and a built-in handle.
AS LOW AS $15.99

Bamboo Cutlery Set
Stylish, environmentally friendly, and
fun! This bamboo cutlery set comes with
a spoon, fork and knife, chopsticks, a
bamboo straw, and a cleaning brush. All
items come with a laser engraved imprint
and are packaged in a reusable material
carrying case.
AS LOW AS $6.90

Weber® Jumbo Joe Portable Grill
Weber’s largest portable Charcoal grill will make your
next tailgate, camping trip, or picnic a success! It
features the classic porcelain enameled bowl and lid,
plated steel cooking grate, rust resistant aluminum
dampers, and ash catcher. This grill boasts 240
square inches of cooking space!
AS LOW AS $123.00

HOME
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NoWire Stand
The NoWire Stand is a 10W fast Qi
charger and stand for your phone.
With our sticky pad technology on
the base and face plate, you do not
have to worry about leaving sticky
residue on your device.
AS LOW AS $34.99

Aircharge Desk Lamp
LostNFound
Never lose your items again! The
LostNfound is a device that will
locate your lost items. Download
the app, attach the device to an
item that you frequently misplace,
and scan the bar code that will load
your device to the app. When you
misplace your item, open your app
to sound the alarm.
AS LOW AS $9.99

The AirCharge Desk Lamp combines
simple design elements with
powerful functionality including
color temperature adjustment and
both wireless and USB port device
charging. Utilization of secondary
optical technology provides soft
and uniform lighting, while highefficiency light, high color rendering
index, a long-life LED light source,
powered by advanced constant
current technology all work together
to protect your vision. The height
and angle of the lamp can be
adjusted for maximum convenience.
AS LOW AS $31.99

HOME
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Godiva Snuggle Kit
Snuggle in for a luxurious evening with a
plush embroidered soft touch Sherpa blanket
and stemless wine tumblers filled with Godiva
Gems. Round off the presentation with a
full-color card with personalized message.
Great as client holiday gifts, hospitality guest
giveaways, and employee appreciation gifts.
AS LOW AS $102.36

Jelly Jar Candle
Tuscany Backpack
Picnic Blanket
If preparing for picnics or outdoor
events challenges you, we have the
solution. This picnic blanket easily folds
into attached 22”h x 16”w backpack
that carries everything you need for
your outing. The adjustable shoulder
straps on the backpack allow for easy,
hands-free carrying.

Scented candles bring a moment of Zen to
the day. From calming jasmine to festive
sugar cookie, our spa quality scented candles
in glass jars can help fill any room with
delicious or relaxing scents and warmth.
AS LOW AS $8.75

AS LOW AS $31.95

HOME
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Glow-in-the-Dark Blanket
This blanket is not only comfy but it
will also illuminate your night with a
fun glow-in-the-dark pattern!
AS LOW AS $29.99

120oz Party Bucket
Chill in style! This multipurpose bucket
holds ice and beverages or snacks.
Great for promotional exposure at
entertainment and events!

Wheat Utensil Set

AS LOW AS $3.95

This 3 pieces utensil set is composed of reclaimed stalks from
wheat plant- a renewable and sustainable resource. The use of
plastic is reduced by using the wheat materials. Reusable utensils
keep other utensils from entering landfill.
AS LOW AS $1.99

HOME
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Aircharge Catch All
This leatherette decor piece features both a key caddy and
an integrated wireless charging mat. An excellent piece for
office or home use. Decorate with full color printing or laser
engraving. Laser engrave on black to show your logo in
silver laser engrave on brown to show your logo in black.
AS LOW AS $29.95

5 Oz. Scented Copper Rectangular Candle
This rectangular scented candle will have them daydreaming about your brand
on their most relaxing weekends. Your branded lid will stay conveniently attached
thanks to its sturdy hinge opening. With a full-color branded label and metallic
copper tin, it’s a high-end, calming way to make them burn for more.
AS LOW AS $5.28

HOME
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OFFICE
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Trigo Ballpoint Pen
The Trigo pen features a barrel made
with wheat husk, an agricultural waste
that remains after the grains are
harvested. Paired with a low lead refill,
Trigo’s no nonsense, minimalist style is
the perfect ambassador for your eco
conscientious promotion.
AS LOW AS $0.59

Twilight Super Glide Pen
This pen is perfect to hand out
as corporate gifts or appreciation
awards. It provides a sleek and
sophisticated look, with its black
rubberized finish, slim barrel and
steel clip.
AS LOW AS $1.75

Stylex Frost Ombré Pen
Phoenix Softy Metal Pen w/
Stylus
This modern, metal click-action pen has
a slightly wider barrel than the traditional
ballpoint pen. It features the popular
soft-touch rubberized finish, which also
coats the diamond-texture grip. Polished
chrome accents, trim and clip create a
sophisticated look. Choose from a variety
of leading barrel and matching stylus
colors.

This plastic ballpoint pen is set apart
with its fun and vibrant look! It features
a wide translucent barrel coupled with
a unique ombré treatment that shows
off the progression of color across
the barrel. Choose from a variety of
vibrantly colored translucent barrels, all
with an ombré treatment that takes a
selected color from light to dark.
AS LOW AS $0.75

AS LOW AS $1.65

OFFICE
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Feltro Laptop Sleeve
Our Feltro Collection is made in the USA
using felt from recycled plastic water bottles
and regenerated leather using an efficient,
eco-conscious manufacturing process. The
Feltro laptop sleeve is a product you can
feel good about using daily.
AS LOW AS $18.45

Le Pen

Over The Edge Perfect Bound Journal

Oh yeah, we did! Yep, The classic Le Pen you’ve always
known and loved, and now we’ve made it available with your
imprint. These pens write in smudge-free ink that matches
the barrel color, so let your most colorful ideas flow!

Graphics do not have to be on the center of products, let
them jump over the edge. The Over The Edge Perfect
Bound Journal lets graphics be placed on all sides. Creating
a unique piece that that makes your brand stand out.

AS LOW AS $1.90

AS LOW AS $10.25

OFFICE
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Bowie Midnight Softy Metal Pen w/ Stylus
One of the newest pens in the Bowie series, this metal
ballpoint pen features a midnight black barrel with a
soft-touch rubberized finish and a premium high-capacity ink
cartridge. A black trim, clip, and accents provide a dramatic
effect that makes artwork pop! Select a colorful stylus for use
on all touchscreen devices.
AS LOW AS $1.65

Travelite Commuter Journal
Durable and sustainable, paper based Travelite vegan leather.
The Travelite Commuter Journal is a great accessory for a
briefcase, purse or placed in a pocket. The durable Travelite
vegan leather keeps your notes protected.
AS LOW AS $7.10

Moleskine® Smart Writing Set
Ellipse - Ruled Paper
Watch your ideas travel off the page and
evolve on screen with the new generation
Moleskine Paper Tablet, Pen+ Ellipse
smart pen, and companion app! Ncoded
technology allows the Pen+ Ellipse smart
pen to recognize where it is in the Paper
Tablet and capture each stroke as you
capture your thoughts. The app smoothly
transfers your freehand notes from page to
screen in real time, giving you the possibility
to digitize text, edit, organize, share and
bring your ideas to life.
AS LOW AS $158.99

OFFICE
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Rune Stone Paper 8.5”x11”
Spiral Notebook
Get an unusually smooth writing
experience with this notebook.
Contains 68 lined pages of
environmentally friendly paper made
from natural stone and cover made
from natural cardboard. Paper is
extremely resilient and functional
- waterproof, tear-resistant, and
smudge resistant!
AS LOW AS $7.67

Boston
This “all you need” Boston combo
includes a hard cover, non-refillable
journal with 192 ivory lined, perforated
pages with date feature, color
matching page edging, satin ribbon
bookmark and elastic pen to securely
hold the included black Donald pen.
AS LOW AS $12.00

Mini Notebooks

LeemanTM Nuba Journal
Enjoy taking notes with this journal
book with soft faux suede finish!
Includes approx. 96 ruled sheets of
80g paper. Elastic pen holder and
bookmark.
AS LOW AS $10.69

OFFICE

The notebooks you love with adorable
proportions, Mini Notebooks were made
with “on-the-go” in mind. Sizes start
small enough to fit into a pocket or tuck
into a laptop sleeve and perfect for any
kind of quick and easy note-taking. You
choose your page design from eight of
our tried-and-true stock designs to craft
the perfect Mini Notebook for whatever
task you have at hand.
AS LOW AS $1.00
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Milano Softy Metal Pen
Both professional and comfortable, featuring the popular
soft-touch rubberized finish, the Milano Softy metal ballpoint
pen includes a premium high-capacity ink cartridge!
Gunmetal accents, trim, and clip, finish the look. Choose
from a variety of vibrant barrel colors.
AS LOW AS $1.65

Textari Spectrum

Textile Pen

Fun and colorful addition to the Textari
line, features vivid metallic jewel tones
and silver trim. Your choice of blue
(default) or black ultrasmooth ink.

This pen has an exclusive pattern braided fabric covered
barrel with retractable mechanism with chrome tip and
plunger. German dokumental black ink with larger refill.

AS LOW AS $1.85

AS LOW AS $1.45

NoWire Mouse Pad
The NoWire Mouse Pad is 10W fast Qi charger and mouse
mat. Simply plug in the included cord to your USB slot of your
computer, set your phone on the QI icon, and watch it charge.
The ¼’ thick mouse pad allows for easy tracking for your mouse
and comfortability. Qi certified. Full-color sublimated.
AS LOW AS $32.99

OFFICE
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Crumbee Desktop Vacuum
Don’t let its size fool you, this miniature vacuum can
tackle any mess. Effortlessly sucking up crumbs and other
tabletop debris, this vacuum comes in handy for cleaning
your desktop, keyboard, drawers, and more.
AS LOW AS $13.33

Reading Glasses
Pantone Matched Reader Glasses are a stylish and
completely customizable promo product that will be used
over and over again. Made using the most popular lens
strengths, +1.25, +1.75, and +2.25, our reader glasses are
made in a modern and trendy unisex frame that can be
customized to fit any brand.
AS LOW AS $3.09

Durham Notebook
Takes your notes to the next
level with this durable 600D
notebook with large front
zipper pocket. Includes a
replaceable perfect bound
hardcover 80 sheet lined
notebook with date fill-in
section and color matched
elastic pen loop.

Custom 3-in-1 Pop Magnets
Three magnets in one set! Three times the impact
for your logo! Three ways to promote your brand!

AS LOW AS $11.99

OFFICE

AS LOW AS $0.32
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MaxGlide® Color Write
Enjoy writing in color with this fun value
add to the MaxGlide® line. So many
colors to choose from or get them
all! MaxGlide® hybrid Color Write ink
matches trim color.
AS LOW AS $0.68

Lemonade
This soft touch pen features fun
brights in an ombre wrap and is sure
to catch your eye. Fine point hybrid
ink laydown for writing excellence.
AS LOW AS $0.64

Marquis Studio Padfolio

Soft-Tech Victory Pen
The Soft-Tech Victory pen is made with
a soft touch rubber grip and unique clip
design for comfort you can feel. Choose
between Black and Blue ink options.
AS LOW AS $0.75

OFFICE

This Padfolio features a sleek
Professional Design, with an interior
zippered compartment, ID window,
pen loop & business card slots. Large
enough to hold the included 8.5” x
11” Paper Pad. Made of Faux Leather
with zippered closure.

AS LOW AS $14.00
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CUTTING EDGE

TECH

TECH
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Anker™ PowerCore Fusion 5000
The Ultimate 2-in-1 Charger: A hybrid high-capacity portable
battery and dual-port wall charger in one sleek package.
High-Speed Charging: In the wall or on-the-go, Anker’s
exclusive PowerIQ and VoltageBoost technologies ensure
that all devices receive their fastest possible charge.
AS LOW AS $28.99

P5000 8-in-1 Flip
Brace yourself, there’s no such thing as a short description of
the P5000 8-in-1 Flip Power Bank: it has ALL the features. It
contains a 5000 mAh battery, meaning it’s large enough to
provide two full charges to most smartphones. Qi Wireless
charging capabilities are also included.
AS LOW AS $18.65

Awesome Mixtape
Hear your mix straight from the tape with the wireless
Awesome Mixtape speaker. Get big and clear sounds with
built-in speakers that are great for work-outs or relaxing. The
fun retro cassette fits easily in your pocket when you are on
the go. Customize the “A-side” label with a full-color design
that will show off your brand with style points.
AS LOW AS $12.99
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BluPods
Modern and stylish Bluetooth
earphones that are truly wireless.
Easily connect to your mobile device
via Bluetooth and comfortably listen
to music for up to 4 hours before
needing to recharge using their
imprinted case.
AS LOW AS $29.48

TWS Auto Pair Earbuds &
Wireless Pad Power Case
These are the future of Bluetooth
earbuds! The earbuds feature Bluetooth
5.0, Auto-Pairing, and Auto PowerOn. Once the earbuds are removed
from the case, they will power on and
automatically sync to each other! The
case also doubles as a power bank for
your earbuds and as a wireless charging
pad for your smartphone.

Mini Sono™ Wireless Speaker

AS LOW AS $44.98

Monterey 6700 mAh Wall
Adapter Powerbank /
Wireless Charger
Portable power on the go or
at home! UL and ETL listed
6700 mAh Qi wireless charging
powerbank/wall adapter. Features
interchangeable wall adapters (only
includes Type A); dual USB ports;
type-C input; foldaway prongs;
digital battery indicator light.

The Sonosphear speaker that you know
and love is now fun-sized! With it’s new
compact design you can enjoy the Mini
Sono’s vibrant sound quality at home and
on the road. Buy and pair two Mini Sonos
together for surround sound in your
home or office!
AS LOW AS $80.00

AS LOW AS $44.99
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Spot Pro
Spot Pro is a small finder that uses Bluetooth®
wireless technology to help locate and remember
important personal items. Spot Pro works together
with an app on your phone to find misplaced items.
AS LOW AS $15.42

WaterBox
The WaterBox is a waterproof and wireless speaker.
IPX7 waterproof rating is for a maximum of 30
minutes under water at a depth of no more than 1
meter. 5W driver delivers crystal clear sound for 8
hours of play time.
AS LOW AS $29.99

PopWallet +
A sleek and secure way to carry important cards on your
phone! Includes a built-in PopGrip that extends to become
a comfortable grip or media stand, and easily folds flat so
your smartphone fits comfortably in a pocket. The base
of the PopWallet+ sticks to the back of your phone with a
rinseable, repositionable gel. It can hold up to 3 credit cards
or 6 business cards. Wireless charging compatible by easily
removing the wallet portion.
AS LOW AS $14.98
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iShine Glow
Put your best face forward with this dual-purpose
phone and beauty accessory! The iShine Glow
adheres to the back of your smartphone to
function as a media stand and compact mirror.
Features include dual mirrors, a ring of lights, and
3 brightness settings. Multi-functional and stylish,
the iShine Glow is perfect for beauty industry
clients.
AS LOW AS $11.48

EZ Mailer Tech Tattoo™
Customize your technology with a variety of stickers!
AS LOW AS $0.34

Light- Up - Your - Logo XL Charging Cable
Make charging fun with this 39” long charging cable featuring light
inside both cable and end panels. Includes USB to USB Type C and
duo 5 pin lightning/Micro USB. End Panels illuminate your logo!
AS LOW AS $6.99
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Aria T3S Wireless Noise Cancelling Ear
Buds
Great looks and great sound. These true wireless, noise
cancelling ear buds have a built-in CVC 6.0 for outside
noise reduction, can play up to 4 hours, and come with
a 1000mAh power charging case.
AS LOW AS $59.99

Docksy Charging Station
Tired of fumbling with messy wires and unsafe
charging cords? The Docksy is your three-in-one
charging solution. Ideal for a nightstand or counter,
the Docksy allows you to recharge each of your smart
devices at once!
AS LOW AS $46.67

Qi Quad
The Qi Quad is the ultimate charging hub! A 10W
wireless charger that can do it all. Charge up to
three devices at once with the Qi capabilities
and two built-in USB ports. To use, connect the
Qi Quad to a power source utilizing either the
USB Type-C or Micro USB input ports. Place your
Qi-enabled smartphone on the Qi Quad and
start charging! Charge two additional devices via
the USB ports. Perfect for those with the latest
smartphones, and those who have yet to upgrade.
AS LOW AS $11.65
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Luna
Luna is a wireless speaker using Bluetooth® wireless
technology. Measuring just over 4 inches long, Luna
is the perfect pocket-sized speaker guaranteed to
make your brand the life of the party.
AS LOW AS $31.58

Nova
Nova is a pocket-sized back-up charger for your
phone or other USB powered devices. Its slim
profile lets you take it anywhere so you can
recharge anytime.
AS LOW AS $16.58

PowerPad
Ideal for your desk or bedside table, PowerPad is a
combination wireless charging pad & Apple Watch®
charging dock. The removable Apple Watch® dock
makes this a unique and versatile tech gift.
AS LOW AS $35.83
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Kepler
Kepler’s full coverage 4CP backdrop
for your logo is not only pretty, it’s
functional too! Rest your smartphone
on the suction cup charging pad and
let Kepler do the work while an LED
backlight dramatically illuminates the
center your brand’s message.
AS LOW AS $30.00

Ophelia 2-Piece Gift Set
This is a winning combo! The gift
set includes: 4-in-1 light up keyring
charging kit and 4,400mAh UL
2056 light up power bank all in a
black 2pc gift box.

ClutchSlide
An essential addition to any phone,
ClutchSlide is a combination phone
strap, essential cardholder and
phone stand. The cardholder slides
on & off of your phone for wireless
charging convenience.
AS LOW AS $9.67

AS LOW AS $40.00

Nano Twins Bluetooth Speakers
Enjoy the experience of portable, stereo
surround-sound with the Nano Twins.
Simply pair this stylish pair of Bluetooth
Speakers to each other, and then to your
smartphone to enjoy the sound of your
favorite music and movies all around you!
You can also loan one to a friend as the
Nano Twins can be used independently
as well!
AS LOW AS $49.95
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Forte
Forte is a combination speaker and wireless charger ready to
pump up the tunes and power your phone all night long. Charge
your phone wirelessly or with a cable while you play your music,
podcasts & more from the Forte speaker.
AS LOW AS $75.00

Silken Premium Packaging
SILKEN is an executive gift-packaging
solution. High-end gift packaging using
custom magnetic boxes, unique foam cutting
and engraving, with UV/foil cards and sleeves.
All from in-house. Turn a branded product into
a fully customized gift experience.
AS LOW AS $11.25
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GOING PLACES
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The View
First of its kind, this 42” arc auto open folding
umbrella has 8 clear panels for a better “View”.
Black handle and piping compliment the overall
look of this umbrella.
AS LOW AS $9.95

The Selva
You want ECO and sustainability! The “Selva” is
constructed of a RPET fabric, where each umbrella was
made from 5 recycled water bottles Additionally, the frame
is made of bamboo, a sustainable material. 48” arc, vented
for added durability and a solid bamboo handle make this
a great umbrella for any rainy day!
AS LOW AS $15.75

The Rage
The “Rage” is this umbrella! The “C” handle is great
for hands free use, allows you to text, hold the leash
while walking your dog, or just an extra hand to carry
your personal belongings. 42” arc, manual open
umbrella is sure to keep you dry.
AS LOW AS $8.25
TRAVEL
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LVL Card Wallet

Vegan Leather Pouches

Ripstop Packing Cubes

Designed using our high-end, crosshatch
vegan leather, LVL Card Wallets are
printed in custom full-color designs to
match any of your client’s branding.
LVL Card Wallets are a one-of-a-kind,
premium full-color product that can be
used as a custom giveaway.

LVL Gusset Pouches are available in three
sizes for a full-color luxury accessory
perfect for any occasion. Made from our
high end crosshatch vegan leather, LVL
Gusset Pouches can be printed with any
full-color design, with the option to print
a different design on the second side for
a unique luxury giveaway.

Lightweight ripstop nylon packing cubes
to organize all that stuff you stuff into your
suitcase. Each cube has a built-in stuff
pouch to keep it tucked away, yet handy
when you need it

AS LOW AS $4.98

AS LOW AS $4.28

CALL YOUR REP FOR PRICING

Pop! Up Umbrella
Pop! Promos’ Pop! Up Umbrellas are the perfect
full-color outdoor accessory. Made from high-quality
pongee, our umbrellas are more durable and water
resistant to help keep you dry at the first drop of rain.
AS LOW AS $19.98
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Riviera Beach Towel
Soft and absorbent dobby
hem mid-weight beach towel
made from USA grown cotton
featuring large imprint area
perfect for your brand. Available
in various colors with silkscreen
and embroidery decorating
options.
AS LOW AS $18.29

Iliana Peshtemal Beach Towel
We carefully designed this towel in soft
pastel colors, with white accent stripes
and fringes, so that your Tone on Tone
logo looks sublime. The hand-knotted
fringes not only provide a European
flair, they also let this 100% woven
cotton towel easily work as a cozy
beach cover up.
AS LOW AS $20.95

TRAVEL

Campfire Sunglasses
Digital Pattern Textured
Stickers w/ Die Cut Shape
Enhance your message with
these textured stickers!

Adult sized BPA-free sunglasses featuring
speckled frames reminiscent of the classic
campfire mug. Frames made of ASB
plastic with Acrylic lenses with ultraviolet
protection level UV400.

AS LOW AS $0.44

AS LOW AS $1.99
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OGIO® Revolve Spinner
Smartly designed for the ultimate in 360°
maneuverability as well as stability, this
modern bag puts an easy spin on travel.
AS LOW AS $160.00

Torchist LED Lantern
This one will light up the tent
or room! Expand the lantern
to turn on the 6 bright LED
lights and collapse it to
turn it off.
AS LOW AS $4.74

OGIO® Co-Pilot
Small but mighty, this overhead-sized bag
can hold day trip essentials. The
Co-Pilot can be used alone or it can easily
accompany a larger wheeled bag thanks
to an integrated luggage trolley panel.
AS LOW AS $140.00

Matador Pocket Blanket 2.0
The Matador Pocket Blanket is a dry, clean place to
sit - anywhere, anytime. Water repellent, puncture
resistant, fits in your pocket. Folds up in seconds with
the Easy-Pack Pattern. Go ahead, take a seat!
AS LOW AS $32.99
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While we enjoy elevating your brand through the effective use of branded gear, we also love to
give back. Reciprocity Road, a collaboration of eight companies who have combined their collective
buying power, is building a force for good. With every purchase from this catalog, we will contribute
to our chosen charities (Children’s Miracle Network and the Promotional Products Education
Foundation). This helps us all unify an important commitment to give back to the very communities
in which we work and play. You can learn more at ReciprocityRoad.com. Thank you.
Pricing Disclaimer: All estimated prices featured in our PPAI Expo 2020 Best of Show catalog are estimates based on blank
merchandise, standard imprint, or 1-color, 1-position imprint. Your Creative Solutions Professional will provide a firm quote
according to your exact specifications required. Pricing subject to change. Any applicable set-up charges, sales taxes and
freight are also not included. Contact your Creative Solutions Professional today for pricing and/or to discuss additional
product ideas to include in your next promotion.
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